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Behavioural Activation: Overview

What is behavioural science? And why do we even care?

Great questions and honestly, it’s actually a pretty funny definition.

be·hav·ior·al sci·ence

/bəˈhāvyərəl ˌsīəns,bēˈhāvyərəl ˌsīəns/

noun

noun: behavioural science

1.the scientific study of human and animal behavior. (sorry it’s an American definition).

Simply put, B.S. is the study of why people think the way they do. Every major corporation uses it. How do you think YouTube 

knows what content to share? Or how Facebook helps companies target ads to your preference? It’s all science.

Why should you care? Well, it wouldn’t really change the science if you cared or not. Everyone still uses it. My favourite 

example of B.S. is Ikea. They’re legendary in the B.S. world, heck, there’s even a form of Bias called the “Ikea Effect” but we’ll 

get to that later. 

Let’s move on.



Behavioural Messaging: Messaging

Cautious vs. Optimistic

Before understanding the behaviors themselves, let’s familiarize ourselves with the difference between these two 

terms. All the behaviors that we will present are listed as either cautious or  optimistic, and it’s important to 

understand the difference between the two.

Cautious:

One’s desire to avoid potential problems or danger they may face

- alert, wary, careful

Optimistic:

One who believes the best possible thing will occur and takes chances

- hopeful, confident, cheery

Stop but Go
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Behavioural Motivation

The 9 Behavioural Motivations: 
Understanding these and combining them with the feelings of caution or optimism will help you / your business 

understand how you operate and why you operate that way. Note: you should be able to relate to multiple behaviors

• Achievement: “An individual’s need to feel successful, accomplished, and closure by reaching a goal.” (Nike)

• Autonomy: “An individual's need to feel unique, independent, and having self-determination.” (Lego)

• Belonging: “An individual's need to feel aligned, accepted, and affiliated with others.” (Harley Davidson)

• Competence: “An individual’s need to feel capable by being qualified, prepared, and skilled in an activity.” (Home Depot)

• Empowerment: “An individual’s need to feel empowered, authorized, and equipped to act.” (Apple or Shopify)

• Engagement: “To feel captivated, excited, and absorbed in activities.” (IKEA or RFP’s like WOW)

• Esteem:  “To feel approval, praised, and admired by others.” (Chanel, Prada, anything a Kardashian promotes, etc.)

• Nurturance: “An individual's need to feel (or provide) appreciation, love, and care for (by) others.” (Gerber baby Food)

• Security: “An individual's need to feel secure, safe, and protected from threats.” (Jake from State Farm, Progressive “I love their ads)



Cautious Optimistic

• Cautious Belonging is when someone is 

reluctant to affiliate themselves with a certain 

group

• People prefer to keep to themselves and feel 

uneasy about the group they are in, so they 

slowly ease themselves in

• An example would be a young worker 

moving to a new city and getting a new job, 

not having her old friends, and having 

difficulty associating herself with the 

company she works for

• Optimistic Belonging is when an individual or 

business is excited and pushes towards 

associating themselves with a group

• It is very important to be accepted by this new 

group for these people, don’t take much time to 

ease in

• An example would be for a young worker 

moving to a new company to completely buy 

into the company’s values, and he gets to 

know as many people as possible because he 

is proud of they group he’s part of
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Behavioural Activation: Cautious and Optimistic

Example: Belonging
Let’s examine how the behavior of belonging changes when it’s attributed with caution and optimism. The definition 

doesn’t change, but the approach does.
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Behavioural Activation: Overview

Being one doesn’t mean you 
can’t be the other

You can be both Cautious and 
Optimistic
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Behavioural Activation: Overview

COVID-19:
What behaviors does this real life example associate with?

Cautious Security:

- In a time during a global pandemic, people are concerned for their own health

- People are cautious with their security because they feel unease with doing all their regular 

tasks,

- During Groceries, shopping, eating at restaurants, people fear for their safety

- Chief Financial Officer of Unilever says a quarter of their personal care items – like 

deodorant and shampoo – are selling much less due to the pandemic, and their stock is 

down 5%

- I guess it’s not the worst idea for people to keep their distance

Optimistic Nurturance:

- While the pandemic hasn’t been easy, people have been finding ways to be optimistic about it

- Since everyone is at home with family, relationships have grown, they are navigating problems 

together, and many families are much happier

- In a survey of 2000 British parents, 4 out 5 claim to have developed better relationships 

with families – and only 25% claim to let their kids spend more time on electronics
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Behavioural Activation: Overview

Imagine this Scenario: 
A tech company has the potential of…

getting a deal of 2 billion dollars with a 90% chance of failure  OR getting a deal of 1 billion with a 20% chance of failure

Which do they choose?

Cautious Achievement:

• With the cautious achievement mindstate, a company would rather take the 1 billion dollars and 

feel safe

• To them, a 20% of failure is nothing compared to the 90% the other choice faces

• While it isn’t 2 billion dollars, 1 billion is still a lot of money and feels safe to them

Optimistic Achievement:

• Optimistic people are ambitious

• It doesn’t matter that the likelihood of them failing is high, they are going to shoot for the stars 

regardless of the circumstance

• Even though it is far more likely to get the 1 billion, a company with optimistic achievement 

would take the risk and go for 2 billion
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Behavioural Activation: Overview

Let’s talk through it: 
After hearing the mind states and examples, let’s hear your thoughts

Achievement

Belonging

Competence

Security

Esteem Autonomy

Engagement

Nurturance

Empowerment
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Behavioural Activation: Bias Factors

21 Decision Factors / Biases:
Now that you know the 9 motivations from earlier, and the way the message is conveyed (optimistic / cautious),that leads us into the biases. 

These are used to give further explanation as to why decisions are made the way they are based on a bias the user has

1. Decoy Effect - Introduce a 3rd option to guide decisions between 2. (The Steak Effect)

2. Anchoring – 1 option used when measuring all other options (iPad’s $999 MSRP and $499 launch price)

3. Reciprocity – If you did something for someone in the past, they feel like they owe you (Move my house effect)

4. Scarcity – Place greater value on items that are limited/scarce (Air Jordans/ Exclusive)

5. IKEA Effect – We given high value on things we feel a part of creating

6. Loss Aversion – Value things that are owned and have a desire to avoid losing those things (The “can’t” sell your house effect)

7. Mental Accounting – Categorize options into mental buckets to make choices easier (pros/cons make your decision)

8. Peak End Rule – Evaluate experiences by the most positive and negative moments only (The “vacation” syndrome)

9. Egocentric Bias – Positive results come from our actions, not from chance or outside influence (The “Mr. Perfect” effect)

10. Availability Bias – Over evaluate a recent event from memory instead of facts (The “plane crash” bias)

*This is not all of them, however, we didn’t want to fill the screen, so we gave the most important ones*
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Behavioural Activation: Bias Factors

21 Decision Factors / Biases:
Gotcha, here’s the rest

11. Confirmation Bias – Search for solutions that prove / align to their views and beliefs

12. In-Group Bias – Give people preferential treatment who seems similar to us (The “In-crowd” bias)

13. Conformity Effect – Making attitudes and behaviours to people ‘like us’ feel  safer

14. Ambiguity – Predisposition to avoid unknown outcome

15. Halo Effect – Positive or negative effects spill over and influence another nearby option. (funny joke)

16. Immediacy Bias – Value an immediate payout instead of long term (lottery winning)

17. Attention Bias – People pay attention to things that are more top of mind (awareness ads)

18. Sunk Cost Fallacy – Continue an action, even if it not advisable (spent $$$ on this, can't quit now)

19. Status Quo Bias – They like things that stay the same; people don't like change. (Try to undo what's already done)

20. Social Proof – Prefer things that are popular amongst large groups

21. Primacy – Remembers the end of a list instead of the middle



By understanding the Mind States

- You know how the customer views your company / brand / website / social media

- You know what the customer values in their experiences

- You understand how the customer receives their information

- You understand what a customer feels internally 

(cautious – factual, optimistic – emotional messaging)
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Behavioural Activation: Overview

Applications of these Mind States 
How do these even relate to my business or building websites??
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Behavioural Activation: Cautious and Optimistic

Questions?

Get notes at: stradea.ca/hackathon
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